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May 3, 2022 

VIA EMAIL AND CERTIFIED MAIL 

Cammie Ashmore 
ADEM, Stormwater Management Branch 
1400 Coliseum Boulevard 
Montgomery, Alabama 36110-2400 

Re:  Inspection of Leased Structural Controls under the City of Mobile’s MS4 Permit No. 
ALS000007 and the February 2022 Storm Water Management Program Plan (“SWMP 
Plan”) 

Dear Ms. Ashmore: 

I have been asked by the City of Mobile (the “City”) to provide a legal opinion as to 
whether the City can be required to conduct inspections of Leased Structural Controls (“LSCs”).  
My findings, as the City’s attorney, are summarized below. 

During the course of ADEM’s 2022 audit, ADEM informed the City that, in addition to the 
City’s current inspection obligations under the City’s MS4 Permit and SWMP Plan, ADEM 
expects the City to conduct inspections of LSCs.  �ese LSCs were identified in the City’s SWMP 
Plan (see table enclosed) as being distinct from other structural controls because the LSCs, though 
located on two properties owned by the City, are subject to long-term leases.  Five of these LSCs 
are subject to the City’s long-term lease with the Japanese Garden Foundation, Inc. (“Garden 
Lease”) and the remaining eleven LSCs are subject to the City’s long-term lease with Sunbelt Golf 
Corporation of Mobile (“Golf Lease”) (the Garden Lease and Golf Lease collectively referred to 
as “Leases”).   

�e City cannot be required by ADEM to conduct inspections of the LSCs for the following 
reasons: 

Inspections of the LSCs are outside the scope of the City’s obligations under the 
current MS4 Permit.  Part II.B.1.a of the MS4 Permit explicitly limits the City’s inspection 
obligations to those structural controls which are owned and maintained by the City.  While the 
City owns the properties upon which the LSCs are located, the City is not in possession or control 
of the properties, as the properties are under long-term Leases with third parties.  Additionally, the 
LSCs are not maintained by the City, as stated in the Leases and the SWMP Plan, and therefore do 
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not fall within the City’s inspection obligations under the MS4 Permit.   Part II.B.1.a of the MS4 
Permit states as follows: 

�e Garden Lease establishes that the lessee is solely responsible for all maintenance on 
the property and for any costs associated with the property.   
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The Golf Lease likewise makes the lessee, not the City, solely responsible for all 
maintenance and costs associated with the property.  

�e SWMP Plan, which was developed pursuant to the MS4 Permit and approved by 
ADEM, confirms that LSCs are structural controls operated and maintained by the lessee.  

Section 3.3.1.5 of the SWMP Plan specifically lists the Garden Lease and Golf Lease as 
two leases entered into by the City that designate the lessees as solely responsible for maintaining 
the properties subject to said leases.  Because the City does not maintain the LCSs, or have any 
obligation to do so, the LSCs do not fall within the scope of the inspection requirement provided 
in Part II.B.1.a of the MS4 Permit.   

Additionally, because the Leases are long-term leases under which the third party lessees 
are solely responsible for operating and maintaining all aspects of the properties, the City has no 
control over the LSCs located thereon and will not have any control over the LSCs during the 
current MS4 Permit term and for subsequent permit terms until the Leases expire.   Part I.A. of the 
MS4 Permit defines the area to which its permit requirements apply as the area within the city 
limits “that are regulated by the [City].”  �e fact the LSCs are operated, controlled, and regulated 
by the third party lessees – not the City – precludes the LSCs from being subject to any of the MS4 
Permit’s requirements.  

For these reasons, the City does not intend to expand its obligations under the City's MS4 
Permit and will not conduct any inspections of the LSCs.  Upon the City’s receipt of ADEM's 




